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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THE MOTIVATION for topological resolution of singularities comes from not only the brilliant 
results by Hironaka [5] but also from the approximation problem for an analytic hyper- 
surface with singularity by a smooth manifold [4], [6]. For example, consider a plane curve 
Cc @’ defined by x2 + y3 = 0. Then C has an isolated singular point at the origin 0. 
The link pair of 0 in (@‘, C) is a trefoil knot (S3, k). It follows that C is topologically 
equivalent to @‘, and moreover, C is a PL submanifold in c2. In trying to replace C by a 
smoothly embedded manifold in Cz up to PL isotopy with support an arbitrary small 
neighborhood of 0 in c2, a problem arises. Fox-Milnor [4] recognized that the obstruction 
to solving this problem is the knot cobordism class of the link pair. After that, Noguchi [6] 
obtained the general theory of resolving singularities of a piecewise linear embedding of 
codimension two, This was the first formulation for the resolution of PL singularities of a 
submanifold. Inspired by this and also Hironaka’s results, D. Sullivan has defined a primary 
obstruction to resolving singularities of spaces up to “local” cobordism (in the sense of 
Thorn [lo]), [9]. In this paper we shall generalize Sullivan’s obstruction theory from the 
bordism theory view point. 
In $2, we shall define a normal singular manifold for a PL variety (P, Q) which reveals 
to us a topological property of a neighborhood of a singular set Q in P up to “ bordism”. 
It is shown in $3 that a PL variety admits a PL resolution if and only if its normal singular 
manifold bords. In $4, we shall study the primary obstruction to desingularizing a PL 
variety in connection with Sullivan’s obstruction [9]. It should be noted that by Hironaka [5] 
for an analytic set V with analytic singular set 2 V there is a smooth resolution of a 
smooth variety (V, CV) and hence that its normal singular manifold bords. Relativizing 
our resolution theory in $5, we have a topological resolution theorem for sub-varieties 
with codimension s2. By making use of this, we shall show in 56 that for an analytic 
hypersurface in an analytic manifold, there always exists a smooth submanifold which 
“ approximates” it. 
52. PRELI,MINARIES FOR DESINGULARIZING POLYHEDRA 
2 .l. Derived neighborhoods and regular neighborhoods 
By an m-polyhedron P we shall mean a subspace of a sufficiently high dimensional 
euclidean space which is covered by a rectilinear locally finite simplicial complex K of 
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dimension M. The complex K will be called a dicision of P and we shall write P = 1 K I. 
By a subpol$redron of P we shall mean a subspace Q of P covered by a subcomplex L of 
K; Q = / LI and call (K, L) to be a division of a polyhedral pair (P, Q). We shall say 
that a division (K, L) of (P, Q) is/M, or L isfill in K, if each simplex A of K with a non- 
empty face in L is decomposed into a join A = A, * AZ, where A, is a simplex in the 
frontier of a stellar neighborhood 
st(Q,K)={xEAIAEK,AnQ#& 
of Q in K and A2 is a non-empty simplex of L. Then, as is well-known, this join structure 
restricted to ajirst derioed neighborhood 
N = N(K(“) = st(Q, K’l)) 
of Q in K may be fitted together to form a transverse line field to the frontier lg of N in 
the interior of st(Q, K), where K (I) is afirst derived of K which is characterized as to be a 
subdivision of K isomorphic with 
isomorphism keeping each simplex 
the first barycentric subdivision of K via a simplicial 
of K setwise fixed. We define a natural projection map 
p = p(K”‘): N + Q, 
called the normal projection of N = N(K(“), to be a simplicial map 
K(‘)IN-+K(‘)I Q = L’” 
induced by the pseudo-radial projection along the lines through vertices of K(‘)l&. It is 
known that N is a simplicial mapping cylinder neighborhood of Q in P; namely, 
(2.1 .l) if rveput @ = p 1 N, for a simplicialmapping cylinder C’, = fi x [0, 1]/(_~,0) E p(x) 
of 
p:K(')IN+L(l) 
there is a PL homeomorpflism 
with h(x) = (x, 1) for x E & making a commutatioe diagram: 
I, 
N---+C- P 
P 
\/ 
I” 
0 
where p’ is the canonical projection map (x, t)~p(x) for (x, t) E & x [0, l] (see Cohen [2]). 
In the sense, we shall identify N with Cfi and the normal projection p: N + Q with p’: c, + Q. 
It is clear that p is a proper homotopy inverse of an inclusion map Q 4 N, and hence a 
proper deformation retraction. The uniqueness of derived neighborhoods holds in the follow- 
ing sense: 
(2,1.2) ifN and N’ are derived neighborhoods of Q in P, then there is a PL flomeomorpflism 
h:P+Psuchthat 
h(N) = N’, hl Q = id. 
and h is isotopic to the identity keeping Qfixed. 
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In view of this, it is convenient to define the notion of regular neighborhood of Q in P 
to be the image of a derived neighborhood N of Q in P by a PL homeomorphism h: P + P 
with h j Q = id. For a regular neighborhood N of Q in P, a proper deformation retraction 
p: N-, Q will be referred to as a normalprojection of a regular neighborhood N. The unique- 
ness of regular neighborhoods holds in the sense of (2.1.2): 
(2.1.3) if N and N’ are regular neighborhoods of Q in P, then there is a PL homeomorphism 
h : P + P 
such that h(N) = N’, h 1 Q = id, and h is isotopic to the identity keeping Qfixed. In particular, 
tfp: N -+ Q and p’ : N -+ Q are normal projections, then the follobc*ing diagrams are homotopy 
commutatiL?e; 
\J P P’ and \/ P P’ 
0 0 
2.2. Singularity of a polyhedron and a PL variety 
Let P be an m-polyhedron. A point x of P is defined to be simple, if a star st(s, K) of 
x in a division K of P is PL homeomorphic with the m-ball B”, and to be singular, otherwise. 
It is a consequence of radial projection arguments that these definitions do not depend on 
the choice of a division K of P. A subset aP of all singular points of P will be referred to as 
the singular set of P. An m-polyhedron P is a PL m-manifold, if aP = 4. From the definition 
we have immediately the following: 
(2.2.1) P - aP is a PL m-mani/old, 
(2.2.2) for any division K of P, aP is covered by a sub-complex of K and hence aP is 
a subpolyhedron of P, and 
(2.2.3) any point in the interior of an m-simplex of P is simple and hence dim aP5 m - 1. 
In the following we shall be concerned mainly with rather restricted objects: PL m- 
varieties, although the theory could be extended to a general case. 
An m-polyhedron P is defined to be a PL m-variety, tf P - aP is a PL m-mantfold 
without boundary; that is, each point of P - aP has a link PL homeomorphic with an (m - I)- 
sphere. A subpolyhedron Q of a PL m-variety P will be referred a singular set of P, if 
Q contains aP and P # Q. Thus Q is a singular set of a PL m-variety if and only if P - Q 
is a non-empty PL m-manifold without boundary. Then a pair (P, Q) will be called a 
PL m-cariety (mod Q). A PL m-variety (P, Q) is orientable (oriented), if a PL m-manifold 
P - Q is orientable (oriented). 
We define a PL blowup f: (P’, Q’) -+ (P, Q) between oriented PL m-varieties (P’, Q’) 
and (P, Q) to be a proper mapf: P’ ---* P such thatf (Q’) c Q and for some derived neighbor- 
hoods N’ off -‘Q in P’ and N of Q in P, f maps P’ - N’PL homeomorphically onto P - N 
preserving orientation. A PL blow-up fi (P’, Q’) + (P, Q) will be called a PL resolution, 
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if P’ is an oriented PL m-manifold without boundary. Then we shall say that (P, Q) admits 
a PL resolution and that if Q = GP, P admits a PL resolution. 
2.3. Normal singular manifolds 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (P, Q) be a PL m-cariety. Then the frontier N of a regular neighborhood 
N of Q in P is a PL (m - I)-sub-manifold without boundary of P - Q. 
Remark. By a PL submanifold we mean a subpolyhedron which is a PL manifold. 
Hence it is a closed subset; namely a proper submanifold. 
Proof. We may assume that N is a derived neighborhood N = st(Q, K(‘)) for a full 
division (K, L) of (P, Q). Let J be a subcomplex of K which consists of simplexes A of K 
suchthatAn Q=~.IfAisasimplexofK-JwithAn I.JI #4,thensinceA A Q#4 
and L is full in K, we have a join decomposition A = A, * A, for some simplexes A, E J 
and A, E L. Hence J is full in K. Since P - Q is a PL m-manifold without boundary, it 
follows that the derived neighborhood E = st( 1 J 1, Kc”) IS a PL m-manifold with boundary 
dE = I!? Therefore, fi = E n N = c is a PL m-submanifold without boundary, completing 
the proof. 
Let p: N- Q be the normal projection of a regular neighborhood N of Q in P. By 
Lemma 3.1, the restriction map fi = p 1 N: ig + Q is a proper PL map from a PL (m - I)- 
manifold fi without boundary into Q. We shall call the map 6: IQ + Q a normal singular 
manifold of Q in P. If (P, Q) is orientable and oriented, then fi is also orientable. We give 
I\i the orientation opposite to the orientation induced from P - N c P - Q. Thus for an 
oriented variety (P, Q) we have an oriented normal singular manifold 0: fi -+ Q. Here, for 
completeness, we recall the notion of proper bordism of proper singular manifolds (Conner- 
Floyd [3]). A proper PL map f: (M, 8M) + (X, Y) from an oriented PL m-manifold M 
with boundary dM into a polyhedral pair (X, Y) will be called a proper oriented singular 
m-manifold over (X, Y). A second proper oriented singular m-manifold ,f’: (M’, dA4’) -+ 
(X, Y) is bordunt to f; if there is a PL (m + 1, m)-manifold pair (W, V) such that dW = 
M u V u t-.44’) and aV = d,M u (-a&f’), M n V = d&f, M’ n V = dM’, and there 
is a proper PL map 
g:(W, V+(X, Y) 
calleda bordismfromftof’, such thatglM =fandglhl’=f’. 
The bordism class off will be denoted by [f]. As usual, the disjoint sum operation 
makes the set of bordism classes of proper oriented singular m-manifolds over (X, Y) into 
an abelian group n,,,(X, Y), called the bordism group of proper oriented singular m-manifolds 
over (X, Y). 
We may formulate the proper bordism theory as well as the usual bordism theory 
(Sullivan [S]). In particular, we note the following: 
(2.3.1) Proper homotopic singular manifolds are bordant by a proper homotopy; 
(2.3.2) &f there is 
commutative diagram 
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an orientation preserving PL homeomorphism h: M + M’ making a 
/ 
\/ 
/’ 
x 
then f andf ‘ are bordant by a bordism 
f'.t;:C,-x, 
where C,, is a PL mapping cylinder of h: M + M’ and t? : C,, --+ M’ is the canonical projection. 
Ignoring orientation, we define the notion of unoriented bordism of proper unoriented 
singular manifolds. The unoriented bordism group of proper singular m-manifolds over 
(X, Y) will be denoted by .N ,(X, Y). 
43. DESINGULARIZING POLYHEDRA 
In this section we shall prove some elementary bordism properties of the normal 
oriented singular manifolds of a singular set Q in an oriented PL m-variety P. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Uniqueness of normal singular manifolds). Suppose that N and N’ are 
regular neighborhoods of Q in P. Then the oriented normal singular manifolds 
p:fl+Q and p’:&‘+ Q of Q in P 
are bordant. 
Proof. By the uniqueness of regular neighborhoods (2.1.3) there is a PL homeomor- 
phism h: P -+ P such that h 1 Q = id, h(N) = N’, h is isotopic to the identity keeping Q fixed, 
and the diagram 
\J P P’ 
Q 
is homotopy commutative. In particular, since h 1 P - Q is orientation preserving, h 1 h’ : b? + 
lil’ is orientation preserving. From (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) we have that 
[p] = [@’ o h 1 h’] = [d’], completing the proof. 
In the following, we shall denote by v(P, Q) the bordism class [d] of a normal oriented 
singular (m - I)-manifold $:&J -+ Q. In the unoriented case, we shall denote by v(P, Q)* 
the bordism class of a normal singular (m - I)-manifold of Q in P. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Naturality). Let f: (P’, Q’) -+ (P, Q) b e a PL blow-up between oriented 
PL m-varieties (P’, Q’) and (P, Q). 
Then we have that v(P, Q) = (f 1 Q’).v(P’, Q’), w h ere (f I Q’>.: %-l(Q’) -, R,-,(Q) is 
the homomorphism induced by f 1 Q’: Q’ -+ Q. 
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Proof. Suppose that for regular neighborhoods N, off-r Q in P’ and N of Q in P, 
f maps P’ - N,PL homeomorphically onto P - N preserving orientation. Since f -‘Q 
contains Q’, we may take a small derived neighborhood N’ of Q’ in N,. IMoreover, since 
Q’ 3 CTP’, E = N, - N’ is a PL m-manifold with an induced orientation from P’ - Q’ such 
that dE=fi, u(-fi’). Ifp:N+Qandp’:N’ + Q’ are normal projections, then 
(3.2.l)p3fiE:E-Qisabordismfrompofl&t andpoflN’,and 
(3.2.2) p 0 f 1 N‘ and f = p’ j N’ = f 3 0’ are homotopic. 
By making use of Theorem 3.1, (2.3.2), (3.2.1), (2.3.1) and (3.2.2), we have therefore 
that 
v(P> Q> = iPI 
= [ri of l&l 
= [P of Ifi’1 
= [f OP’I 
completing the proof. 
= (f I Q’).[P’l = (f I Q’).v(P’, Q’), 
THEOREM 3.3 (Realization). Let (P, Q) be an oriented PL m-variety, 
Given a proper oriented singular (m - I)-manijbld q: M -+ Q’ over a polyhedron Q’ and 
a proper PL map g:Q’ + Q such that [g’ 0 q] = v(P, Q), then nle have an oriented PL m- 
variety (P’, Q’) with v(P’, Q’) = [q] and a PL blow-up 
f: (P’, Q’> -+ V’, Q> 
withfIQ’=gandh ence g.v(P’, Q’) = v(P, Q). 
Proof. Let 0 = fi + Q be an oriented normal singular manifold and F: E+ Q a 
bordism from g 0 q to P. We form a polyhedron 
P’=P-N u N x [0, I] u Ev C,, 
R=ijx(l, ?ix (O)=l+ 
where C, is the PL mapping cylinder of q: M -+ Q’. Since Q’ I aP’ and P’ - Q’ is oriented 
compatibly with P - N, (P’, Q’) is an oriented PL m-variety with v(P’, Q’) = [q]. We define 
a PL map 
f:P‘+P 
in such a way that 
f]P-N=id, 
f Ifi x [0, l]:fi x [0, l]+N 
is the natural map I\i x [0, l] + C, = N, f 1 E = F and f ] C,: C, --t Q is a composition of 
the canonical projection 4: C, -+ Q’ and g: Q’ --) Q. Thus we have constructed a proper 
PL map 
f: (P’, Q’) + (P, Q) 
so that f -‘N = fi x [0, I] u E u C,, is a regular neighborhood of f-IQ = E u C, in 
P’, f ] Q’ = g and f 1 P’ -f - ‘N = id. Hence f is a PL blow-up between (P’, Q’) and (P, Q) 
with f j Q’ = g, completing the proof. 
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We have immediately from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 the following: 
COROLLARY 3.4. An oriented PL m-cariety (P, Q) admits a resolution if and only if 
v(P, Q) = 0. 
Here we remark that the unoriented versions of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and Corollary 
3.4 hold. 
5j. OBSTRUCTION TO CODIMENSION ONE DESINGULARIZ.4TION 
By n,,,_,(Q) we shall denote the proper bordism group of oriented proper singular 
(m - I)-manifolds over a q-polyhedron Q. 
Suppose that m - 1 2 q. We consider the edge homomorphism 
K~:K-~(Q>EEE,"> m-q-l +E;, m-q--l =H,(Q,n,-,-,>cc,(Q,n,-,-,>, 
where Rm-q-l is the Thorn group of oriented closed PL (m - q - I)-manifolds (see Conner- 
Floyd [3]). 
Iff: M --+ Q is a proper oriented singular m-manifold, then since xq is the composition 
%-,(Q>-%-,(Qt W21)+%-~(Q> ILq-ll)~CC,(L,R,-,-,), 
it follows that ~,[f] = 0 if and only iff: M + Q is factored through a proper oriented sin- 
gular m-manifold M’ + 1 L4-’ 1 over a (q - I)-skeleton I L4-’ I of L and an inclusion map 
) Lq-’ I 4 Q up to bordism over Q. Thus ~,lf] is regarded as the primary obstruction to 
restrictingf: M -+ Q into 1 Lq-’ [ up to bordism over Q. We construct a cycle representing 
~,[f] as follows. Letf: K -+ L be a division offi M --) Q andf‘: Kc” -+ L”’ a first derived of 
fi K + L. For each k-simplex A of L we shall denote the “ dual star” b(A) * Ik(A, L”’ mod A) 
of A in L by D(A, L) andf-‘D(A, L) by D(A,f), w h ere b(A) is a vertex of L”’ in the interior 
of A and L”’ mod A is the first derived of L mod A. By Cohen [2, Proposition 5.61, D(A,f) 
is a compact PL manifold of dimension M - k. Furthermore, by the PL t-regular arguments 
(for example, see Williamson [I 11) we have a PL homeomorphism 
h: Int D(A,f) x Int A +f-‘(Int(st(b(A), L”‘))) 
making a commutative diagram 
Int D(A,f) x lnt A ii .f-’ (Int(st(b(A), L”‘))) 
\ J;: 
Jnt A 
where 7~~ stands for the projection onto the second factor. If A is oriented, then Int D(A,f) 
and hence D(A,f) is oriented so that the product of the orientations of A and D(A,f) is 
compatible with that of M. We orient L by giving a total order of the vertices of L. Under the 
above orientation convention we have by Cohen [ibid.] that 
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where dA stands for the set of (k + I)-simplexes of L continaing A as a face and [B; A] is 
the incidence number of B and A. 
In particular, if Q is of dimension q and A is a q-simplex, then D(A,f) is a closed oriented 
(m - q- 1)-manifold. Thus we have a chain 
c,(f) = c VwfNA E C&L %F,-1) 
where [D(A,f)] denotes the Thorn class of D(A,f) and A ranges over all q-simplexes in L. 
The boundary formula above guarantees that c,(f) is a cycle. 
If we recall the definition of the edge homomorphism 
K,: ~,-,@-Hq(Q; %-q-A, 
it is immediately seen that gulf] is represented by c,(f). 
Since the homomorphism K~ has been defined in terms of the E* terms involved in the 
spectral sequence of n,(Q), it follows that k’q is functorial and hence that the cycle c,(f) is 
natural. 
If p: N + Q is the normal projection of the first barycentric derived neighborhood of 
a singular set Q in an oriented PLm-variety P mod Q with respect to a full division (K, L) 
of (P, Q), then for a q-simplex A of L, D(A, b) is PL homeomorphic with 
I~(A,K)={xEBIBEK and A *BEK}. 
IIence a cycle C,(p) representing K,#] E H&Q, R,_,_,) is exactly the cycle defined by 
D. Sullivan [9]. We shall denote the class rc,[p] by K&P, Q). In the unoriented case we have 
analogous classes ~,,lf]~ and K&P, Q),. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Sullivan). Let (P, Q) b e an (oriented) PL m-variety with a singular set 
Q of dimension q. Then there is a PL blow-up 
f:(P’, Q'>-U', Q> 
with dim Q’ s q - 1 if and only $ K&P, Q)* = 0 (K&P, Q) = 0). 
ProoJ If K&P, Q)2 = 0 (K&P, Q) = 0), then the (oriented) normal singular manifold 
p:rir + Q of Q in P is bordant to a proper (oriented) singular manifold q: M + 1 Lqel 1 c Q. 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.3 we have a PL blow-up 
$(P’, IL’-iI)+@‘, Q> 
withdimILq-r] =q- 1 
Conversely, suppose that there is a PL blow-up 
f: (P’, Q’) + (P, 9) 
with dim Q’ $ q - 1. Then we have obviously that K~(P’, Q’)* = 0 and hence by naturality 
(Theorem 3.2) that K~(P, Q), = 0, completing the proof. 
Let p be a PL m-variety, and K a division of P. Then the sum (K)* = 1 A of all m- 
simplexes ..A of K is defined to be a fundamental chain of P. If P is oriented and (K, L) is 
a first derived of a full division of (P, cP), by definition P - aP is oriented. If we put 
N = st(ap, K) and E = p - N, then since N is a derived neighborhood of UP in P, by Lemma 
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2.3, E is an oriented PL submanifold of P - aP with -ZE = &‘. We give an orientation to 
each m-simplex of K so that it is compatible with the orientation of P - aP. Then the sum 
(K) = c A of all oriented m-simplexes A of K is defined to be a fundamental chain of an 
oriented m-variety P. 
THEOREM 4.2. A fundamental chain (K)2, ((K)), f o an ( oriented) PL m-variety P is a 
cycle if and only if K,_~(P, aP), = 0, (K,-~(P, aP) = 0). More precisely, we have that 
and 
d(K,) = K,-~(P, aP), E H,_,(aP, JY,) c C,_,(aP, X0) 
d(K) = -x,_l(P, aP) E H,_,(aP, !A,) c C,_,(aP, !&>, 
via isomorphisms X0 g Z, and R, g Z. 
Proof. We prove first the oriented case. 
For each (m - 1)-simplex Bj of K, we denote by bj the sum of the incidence 
of all m-simplexes A of K and Bj . 
Then we have that 
8(K) = 1 bj Bj, where Bj ranges over all (m - I)-simplexes of K. 
numbers 
If Bj belongs to K - L, then since P - aP is a PL manifold, we have that bj = 0 and 
hence 
d(K)= 2 bjBj. 
8, E L 
On the other hand, a representative chain of K,_~(P, aP) is 
BcL[“(Bj, K)IBj E G,-I(aPy Qo>. 
1 
Since we have oriented & so that 8E = -r\j, it follows that by the isomorphism !& G h, 
[fk(B, , K)] corresponds’ to - bj . Therefore, d(K) = - K,_~(P, aP) via the isomorphism 
R,E Z. The proof of the unoriented case is similar to the oriented case and left to the reader 
completing the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let P be an (oriented) m-variety. Suppose that P - aP is connected. 
Then H,(P, Z,), (H,(P, H)), is isomorphic to Z,(Z) with the fundamental cycle (K)2, ((K)), 
as a generator, or to the trivialgroup (01, according us K,_~(P, aP)2, (K,,,_~(P, aP)) vanishes 
or not. 
Proof: Let N be a derived neighborhood N of aP in P and E = P- N. We have an 
exact sequence of homology groups with coefficients Z,(Z); 
O-+H,(P)+H,(P,aP)+H,_,(aP)-+~~~. 
Since H,,,(P, aP) g H,(P, N) g H,(E, ZE) and P - aP is connected, it follows that H,,,(P) 
is a subgroup of H,,,(P, aP) which is isomorphic to h,(Z) and generated by the fundamental 
chain K2, ((K)), mod L. 
Hence, if K,-~(P, aP), = 0, ( K,-~(P, aP) = 0), then by Theorem 4.2 the generator 
(K)2 mod L, ((K) mod L), comes from a cycle (K)2, ((K)), of C,,,(P). Hence H,(P) is non- 
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trivial and isomorphic to Z2, (Z), with the fundamental cycle (K)z, ((K)), as a generator. 
Conversely, suppose that H,,,(P) z H,,,(P, aP). Let c E C,,,(K) be a cycle representing a 
generator of H,(K) which corresponds to (K)z mod L, ((K) mod L). Since c and (K)2, 
((K)), mod L are top-dimensional chains in C,,,(K), we have that(K), - c, ((K) - c), E C,,,(L) 
= 0 and hence (K)2 = c, ((K) = c). Hence (K)2, ((K)), has to be a cycle and H,(P) is iso- 
morphic to Zz, (Z), with the fundamental cycle as a generator, completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let P be an (oriented) PL m-variety. Suppose that aP is also an (oriented) 
PL (m - I)-rariety and that aP - a(aP) is connected. Zf K,_,(aP, a(aP)J # 0; 
(K,_~(cP, o(aP)) # 0), then we hate that H,_,(oP, Z2) = 0, (H,,,_,(aP, Z) = 0), and hence 
K,-I(P, oP), = 0, (K,_I(P, OP) = 0). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3. 
Let (P, Q) be a compact PL m-variety with a singular set Q of dimension q. 
In the unoriented case, we have a complete set of invariants of a normal singular 
manifold p: N + Q over a compact polyhedron Q. Indeed, there is a direct sum decomposi- 
tionX,,,_i(Q)~ H,(Q,JY,,,_,_~)@~~ .@ H&Q, .X,,,_,), see Conner-Floyd [3, p. 181. Then 
we have a decomposition of v(P, Q), , 
VU’, Q>, = vy(P, Q>z + . . . + voU’, QL > 
where vi(P, Q)z E H,(Q, N m-l-i). In particular, we have that K&P, Q)2 = v&P, Q)2. 
Since the direct sum decomposition of JY,,,-i(Q) is functional, it follows by Theorem 3.2 
that the classes Vi(P, Q)z E Hi(Qy X,-i _J are natural with respect to a PL blow-up. Thus 
we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let (P, Q) be a PL m-variety. Suppose that Q is compact and of dimen- 
sion q. Then (P, Q) admits a resolution ifand only if 
v,(P,Q), =0 for i=O,l,..., q. 
In particular, ifthere is a PL blow-upf: (P’, Q’) -+ (P, Q) kvith dim Q’ 2 k, then Vi(P, Q)2 = 0 
forizk+ 1. 
$5. THE RELATIVE CASE 
Let W be an oriented PL (m + c)-manifold without boundary and P a subpolyhedron 
of W which is an oriented PL m-variety. A point x of P is simple in W, if for a division (K, L) 
of (IV, P), a star pair (st(x, K), st(x, L)) is PL homeomorphic with the standard ball pair 
(Bm+‘, B”), and x is singular in W, otherwise. By a(W, P) we shall denote a set of all singular 
points of P in W, called the singular set of P in IV. In particular, we have that oP c a(W, P) 
and that (W - a(W, P), P - a(W, P)) is a locally flat proper oriented (m + c, m)-manifold 
pair. By Zeeman’s unknotting theorem [12], if c 2 3, then c(W, P) = o(P) and, in general, 
a(W, P) is a subpolyhedron of P of dimension srn - 1. A subpolyhedron Q of P is a singular 
subset of P in W, if P # Q 2 a(W, P). Thus P is a singular set of P in W if and only if 
(W - Q, P - Q) is a locally flat proper (m + c, m)-manifold pair. Then a pair (P, Q) will 
be called an oriented m-subvariety of W. 
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An oriented PL m-subvariety (P’, Q’) of W is defined to be a PL bhw up of (P, Q) in 
W, if there is a regular neighborhood pair (U, N) of Q in (W, P) such that Q’ c Int U and 
P’ n W - U = P - N, where a regular neighborhood pair means an image of a derived 
neighborhood pair by a PL homeomorphism of (W, P) keeping Q fixed. If P’ is a locally flat 
proper submanifold, then P’ is called a resolution of (P, Q) in W. 
As in the absolute case, by the uniqueness of regular neighborhood pairs we may 
always compare the difference of two PL blow-ups of (P, Q) in W within the same regular 
neighborhood pair up to an ambient isotopy of (W, P) keeping Q fixed. Thus we may say 
that two resolutions M and M’ of (P, Q) in W are bordunt in W, if up to an ambient isotopy 
of (W, P) keeping Q fixed, there is a locally flat oriented PL(m + I)-submanifold L in 
W x I such that 
L n (W x (0)) = A4 x {O}, L n (-w x (1)) = -1M’ x (1) 
and L n (W - U x I) = P - N x I, where Z = [O, 11. Hence (P, Q) admits a resolution in 
W if and only if & c 2U is L-equivalent to zero in U in the sense of Thorn [lo], and two 
~ - - - 
resolutions M and M’ with M n (W - U) = P - N and M’ n (W - U) = P - N are 
bordunt in W if and only if M n U and M’ n U are L-equivalent relative to i\i in U. 
Let p:U -+ Q be a normal projection of U into Q. It is not hard to see that there are 
regular neighborhood pairs (U”, N”) and (U’, N’) of Q in (W, P) such that 
Int (U”, N”) 3 (I/‘, N’) =) Int(U’, N’) 1 (U, N), 
and there is a PL map 71: (W, P) -+ (W, P) such that rc W - Ii” = id, TC maps (U” - U’, 
N” - N’) homeomorphically onto (U” - U, N” - N), T[( I’) = U and rt 1 U = p. Hence if M 
is a resolution of (P, Q) in W with M n W - U = P - N, then a map 
xlM:M+P 
is a resolution of the PL oriented m-variety (P, Q) which will be referred to as the under- 
lying resolution of M. Conversely, given a PL oriented m-variety (P, Q), then we may 
embed P into Iw” piecewise linearly so that the embedding is unique up to ambient isotopy 
and Q is the singular set of P in W, provided that n 2 2m + 3. Furthermore, (P, Q) admits 
a resolution if and only if (P, Q) admits a resolution in W”. Thus in order to study existence 
of an absolute resolution of (P, Q), it suffices to study the relative case. Indeed, an equiva- 
lence relation between absolute resolutions of (P, Q) may be defined to be the bordism 
relation between resolutions of (P, Q) in Iw” which is defined above. 
We have noted that (P, Q) admits a resolution in W if and only if for a regular neigh- 
borhood pair (U, N) of Q in (W, P), N c dU is L-equivalent to zero in (1. Since N admits an 
orientable normal PL block bundle in dU, we have an associated PL Thorn map c(: dU -+ 
- 
MSPL,, where MSPL, denotes the Thorn space of the universal PL oriented c-dimensional 
block bundles (Rourke and Sanderson [7]). According to Thorn [lo] and Rourke and 
Sanderson [7], & is L-equivalent to zero if and only if CL can be extended to a map /3: U + 
MSPTc . 
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Let (K, L, J) be a division of (IV, P, Q) such that J is full in K and L. Then we may 
assume that U = st(Q, K(l)) and N = st( Q, L”)). Since W = j K j is a PL (m + c)-manifold, 
for each k-simplex A of J the dual D(A, K) of A in K is a PL (m + c - k)-ball (0 5 k 5 q). 
Hence we have a CIV-decomposition of U relative to the boundary ?U; U = U D(A, K). 
AEJ 
A top dimensional cell D(A, K) is of dimension m + c - q and is a dual of a q-simplex A 
of J. We have a chain 
cq = 1 [aI d&4, KIM E qa R,+,-q-#fSEh 
where A ranges over all q-simplexes A of J, and [x 1 dD(A, K)] denotes the homotopy 
class of 
a\dD(A, K):aD(A, K) = Sm+c-q-l + MSzc. 
On the other hand rc,(MS& may be regarded as a group of L-equivalence classes of 
locally flat oriented (n - c)-submanifolds of S”. Indeed, the homotopy class [aldD(A, K)] 
is identified with an L-equivalence class of the locally flat oriented (m - q - I)-submanifold 
b(A, L) in 8D(A, K), where we follow the orientation convention given in $4. 
Under this identification, we may prove by arguments similar to those given in $4 
that cq is a cycle, whose homology class will be denoted by EC&P, Q; W). By the natural 
map ~c+~,,,+4-I~(MS~,) + rr,+4_1(MSz), K&P, Q; W) corresponds to K&P, Q). 
A relative version of Theorem 4.1 is as follows: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (P, Q) be an oriented m-subvariety in W with singular set Q of dimen- 
sion q. Then there is a PL blow up (P’, Q‘) of (P, Q) in W with (dim Q’) 2 q - 1 if and only 
ifKq(P, Q; w) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that K&P, Q; W) = 0. Then for each q-simplex A of J, a 1 dD(A, K) is 
homotopic to zero, i.e. L$A, L) is L-equivalent to zero in D(A, K). Hence there is a locally 
flat oriented PL (m + c - q)-manifold M in D(A, K) with dM = b(A, L). We replace 
st(.4, z!‘) mod A) = dA * D(A, L) by aA * M in st(A, K(l) mod A) = 13.4 * D(A, K) for 
each q-simplex A of J to get an oriented m-subvariety 
P’ = (P - U st(A, L!” mod A)) v dA * M 
- - 
in W. Since P’ has a singular set 1 Jq-’ ( in W and P’ n W - U = P - N, it follows that 
(P’, 1 J4-’ I) is the required PL blow up. Conversely, suppose that there is a PL blow up 
- - 
(P’, Q’) of (P, Q) in W with dim Q’ 5 q - 1. We may assume that P’ n W - U = P - N 
and Q’ c Int U. Since P’ - Q’ is an oriented locally flat submanifold of W, we may extend 
the Thorn map a: 3U + MSZ, to a map a’: U - U’-+ MSE, for a sufficiently small 
derived neighborhood U’ of Q’ in Int II. By general position, we may assume that 
L&4, K) n U’ = 4 for each q-simplex A of J, since dim Q’ 5 q - 1 and dim D(A, K) = 
m + c - q. Hence a’( alJ u (u D(A, K)) is an extension of a, which implies that [a 1 dD(A, K)] 
= 0 for each q-simplex A of J completing the proof. 
In the unoriented case, we have an analogous class 
K&P, Q; W>, E H&Q, K,+,-~-I@~)) 
and an analog of Lemma 5.1. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let W be a PL (m + c)-manifold without boundary and (P, Q) PL m- 
subvariety of W. Suppose that dim Q 2 M - 1 and c = 1 or 2. 
(I) In case c = 1, (P, Q) admits a resolution in W if and only if K, _ I(P, Q)* = 0. 
If W and (P, Q) are orientable, then (P, Q) admits an orientable resolution zf and only 
if K,_.~(P, Q) = 0. Moreover, (orientable) resolutions of (P, Q) in W, if they exist, are unique 
up to (orientable) bordism in W. 
(II) In case c = 2, if W and (P, Q) are orientable, then (P, Q) admits an orientable 
resolution in W if and only if K,,,_~(P, Q) = 0. Moreover, orientable resolutions of (P, Q) in 
W, if they exist, are unique up to orientable bordism in W 
Proof. In case c = 1, ME, z MO, and MSZ, 2 MSO, are (K(Z,, 1) and K(Z, l), 
respectively, and in case c = 2, MSPL, E MSO, is K(Z, 2). Hence the Thorn map 
~1: dU -+ Mz,, (MSzl or MSZ,) may be extended to U -+ Mz,, (MSPL, or MSZ,) 
if and only if the primary obstruction 
vanishes. Since K,-~(P, Q; W)Z(~,-l(P, Q; W)) corresponds to K,-~(P, Q),(K,_,(P, Q)) 
via an isomorphism 
n,(Mz,) E A’-, (n,(MSz,) E l2,), c = 1, 2, 
part of existence of resolutions in Theorem 5.2 follows from Theorem 5.1. For uniqueness, 
let /3i and pz: U --* M&, MSzC, c = 1,2, be extensions of CL: aU + MSZ, . Then j$ 
and B2 are homotopic relative to aU if and only if a primary obstruction 
c, E ffm(Q, &NE ff,n(Q, Z>) 
vanishes. From the hypothesis that dim Q 5 m - 1, c, = 0 and hence /$ and B2 are homo- 
topic. This implies that the two resolutions of (P, Q) in W are bordant in W, completing 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Under the hypothesis in Theorem 5.2, if P admits a fundamental cycle, 
then (P, Q) admits a unique (orientable) resolution in W. 
This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 3.2. 
Remark in the smooth case. Let (P, Q) be a PL m-subvariety of a PL (m + c)-manifold 
W without boundary. If (W - Q, P - Q) admits a smooth structure that is, if W and P - Q 
admit smooth structures compatible with these PL structures so that an inclusion map 
P - Q 4 W - Q is a proper smooth embedding), then by the Cairns-Hirsch theorem a 
regular neighborhood pair (U, N) admits a unique smooth submanifold pair structure on 
(a(/, N) in (W - Q. P - Q) up to an ambient piecewise smooth isotopy of (W, P) keeping 
Q fixed. Furthermore, such smooth regular neighborhood pairs are unique up to smooth 
ambient isotopy of (W - Q, P - Q). Thus all the notions and theorems we have obtained 
are available for such “smooth varieties” and smooth subvarieties in their smooth forms. 
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We remark here that a smooth resolution M of (P, Q) in W should be a proper smooth 
submanifold of W. 
$6. APPLICATIOKS 
Let W be a (complex or real) analytic manifold of dimension n + c and V a closed 
analytic subset of W of dimension n with analytic singular set XV. 
By virtue of Lojasiewicz [13], (W, V, 1 V) can be triangulated in such a way that the 
triangulation on (W - IV, V - XV) . IS compatible with the underlying smooth structure 
of an analytic manifold pair (W - XV, V - c V). Thus (V, IV) is a smooth subvariety 
of W. In the complex case, (W - XV, V - IV) 1s naturally oriented, and hence (V, XV) 
is an oriented smooth 2n-subvariety of W. It is a direct consequence of Hironaka [5] and 
the general position arguments due to Whitney that (V, c V) admits u smooth resolution in W, 
provided that C 2 n + 1. Thus we are interested in the case of small c 5 n. We shall say that 
I/ is a hypersurface in W, if V is of pure codimension 1; i.e. c = 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let V be an analytic hypersurface in an analytic (n + I)-manifold W. 
(Real case). A smooth n-subvariety (V, XV) of W admits smootft resolutions in W which 
are unique up to bordism. 
(Real oriented case). Suppose that a smooth n-subvariety (V, 2 V) and W are oriented. 
Smooth oriented resolutions of (V, CV) in W, if they exist, are unique up to oriented bordism. 
A smooth oriented n-subvariety (V, 1 V) admits a smootfz oriented resolution in W if and only 
lyK,_l( V, Xv) = 0. 
(Complex case). A smooth oriented 2n-subvariety (V, c V) of W admits smooth oriented 
resolutions in W which are unique up to oriented bordism. 
Proof. According to Borel-Haefliger [l], (V) is a mod 2 or integral cycle, according 
as V is real or complex. Since dim IV =< n - 1 or 2n - 2, Theorem 6.1 follows from Corol- 
lary 5.3 and Theorem 5.2. 
We would like to extend this theorem to a complete intersection of hypersurfaces. 
Let W be a smooth manifold and M,, . . . , M, smooth submanifolds of W. We define 
inductively that M,, . . . , M, are in generaf position in W as follows. 
(0) A single submanifold M, is in general position in W. 
(1) Assuming inductively that M,, . . , M,_l are in general position in W, we shall say 
that M,, . . . . M, are in general position in W, if for any subset {jr, . . . , ik} of (1, . . . , r - I}, 
Mi, n . . . n M;, intersects M, transversally. 
If M,, . . . . M, are in general position in W, then M = Ml n .. . n M, is a smooth 
submanifold of Wof dimension n- 2 (n - m,), where dim W = n and dim Mi = mi, and will 
i=l 
be called a complete intersection of M,, . . . , Al, in W. 
Let (PI, Q,), . , _ , (Pr , Q,) be smooth subvarieties of a smooth manifold W. We shall 
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say that a smooth subvariety (P, Q)of Wis a complete intersectiont of (Pi, Q,), . . . , (P,, Q,), 
if P, - Q,, . . . , P, - Q, are in general position, P - Q is a complete intersection of 
Pi - Q,, . . . . P, - Q, and (PT Q) = (ih,Pitib, Qi)- 
A smooth submanifold M of W is a local complete intersection of smooth submanifolds 
Ml, . . . , M, of W, if there is an open neighborhood U of M in W such that M is a complete 
intersection of M, n U, . . , M, n U. A smooth subvariety (P, Q) of W is a local complete 
intersection of smooth subvarieties (PI, Q,), . . . , (P,, Q,) of W, if there is an open neighbor- 
hood U of P in W such that (P, Q) IS a complete intersection of (P, n U, Q, n U), . . . , 
U’, n U, Q, n U>. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let (V, IV) b e a local complete intersection of analytic hypersurfaces 
(Vl, CVJ, . . . , (V,, IV,) in an analytic manifold W. 
(Real case). In the real case, (V, IV) admits a smooth resolution in W which is a local 
complete intersection of smooth resolutions of (Vi, cVi) in W. Such smooth resolutions of 
(V, XV) in W are unique up to smooth bordism. 
(Complex case). In the complex case, (V, IV) admits a smooth orientable resolution in 
W which is a local complete intersection of smooth orientable resolutions of (Vi, CVi) in 
W. Such smooth orientable resolutions of (V, XV) in W are unique up to smooth orientable 
bordism. 
Proof. Let Ti, i= 1, . . . . r, be smooth regular neighborhoods of Vi in W such that 
T = ifi, Ti is a smooth regular neighborhood of V in W and (V, IV) is a complete inter- 
sectionofIntTn(V,,~V,) ,..., IntTn(V,,~V,).Let(Ui,Ni),i=l ,..., r, besmooth 
regular neighborhood pairs of xvi in (W, Vi) so small that Ui c Int Ti and (U, N) = 
( i&Ui, fi, N i) is a smooth regular neighborhood pair of XV = h xvi in (W, V). By 
i=l 
Theorem 6.1, we may take smooth resolutions Mi’ of (Vi, IV,) in W, i = 1, . . . , r, such that 
- - 
M,’ n (W - Vi) = Vi - N,. 
From the hypothesis, (V - IV) . IS a complete intersection of Int T n (Vl - XVI), . . . , 
Int T n (K - CK) and hence V - N= h ((Vi - Ni) n Int T) = h (Mi n (W - Vi) 
i=l i=l 
n Int T) is a complete intersection of M,’ n (W - U,) n Int T, . . . , M,’ n (W - U,) n Int T 
In particular, 3(M,’ n O;), . . , d(M,’ n U,) are smooth submanifolds of aU = d 
( ) 
h Ui in 
i=l 
general position and (M,’ n U,) n.. . n (M,’ n U,) c U. Since the transversalityis “stable” 
and the transversal position of smooth submanifolds in W is dense, we may take new 
resolutions M, , i = 1, . . . , r, Of (Vi, 1 Vi) in W such that Mi n (W - Ui) = Mi’ n (W - Vi) = 
Vi - Ni and M, n Int U, . . . , M, n Int U are in general position in Int U. Hence 
’ This definition of complete intersection is very restrictive compared with the analytic one. 
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n Int U is a complete intersection of M, n Int U, . . , M, n Int U and therefore M = 
is a local complete intersection of M,, . . . , M,. 
- - 
Since M n W - U = V - N and M is a local complete intersection of smooth resolu- 
tions Ml, . . . , Mr of (VI, xvi), . . . , (V, ,I Vr) in W, it follows that M is the required resolu- 
tion. The uniqueness may be proved by the same arguments as the existence making use of 
the uniqueness of smooth resolutions of a single hypersurface, and will be left to the reader, 
completing the proof. 
Some consequences of Theorem 6.2 
Suppose that (V, c V) is a compact analytic subset of a compact analytic manifold W 
which is a local complete intersection’ of analytic hypersurfaces (Vi, c V,), . . . , (V, , 1 Vr). 
Then we have a smooth resolution M of (V, XV) in W which is a local complete inter- 
section of smooth resolutions M,, . . . , M, of (Vi, CVi), . . . , (V,, XV,) in W. 
Furthermore, such a smooth resolution M of (V, XV) in W determines the unique 
cobordism class. Thus we may associate to I/ various characteristic numbers of M as its 
numerical invariants, which will be referred to as virtual characteristic numbers of V: 
in the real case, as virtual Stiefel-Whitney numbers; and in the complex case, as virtual 
Pontrjagin numbers and as the virtual index of V. In particular, the mod 2 Euler character- 
istic x(M)~ of M is invariant and the difference x(V)~ - x(M), is the most simple numerical 
invariant which measures the singularity of V. We have formulae for Stiefel-Whitney classes 
as follows. Let vi, . . . , v, be normal bundles of M,, . . . , M, in W, respectively. Since M is 
a local complete intersection of M,, . . . , M,, we have that zMQ vM = SW 1 M. 
By the product formula for the total Stiefel-Whitney class we have that w(7M) * w(vM) = 
w(7W 1 M) = j*w(7 1 W), where i* : H*(W; 2,) + H*(M; 2,) is the homomorphism induced 
by the inclusion mapj: M cs W. Let&: M, 4 W be inclusion maps, k = 1, 2, . . . , r. In the 
complex case, we have that 
and w2(vlr) is the Poincare dual [MJ2* of the mod 2 homology class [M,], represented by 
Mt in W. Hencewe have that w(vM) = + j*[M&*) for [M&* E H’(W; Z,). Inthe real 
k=l 
case we have a similar formula 
w(vM) = fi (1 + j*[Mk12*) for [Mk12* EH'(W; Z2). 
k=l 
In particular, for a complete intersection (V, XV) of projective hypersurfaces (V,, 1 Vi), . . . , 
(V,, XV,) defined by irreducible homogeneous polynomials of degrees d,, . . . , d,, we have 
the following explicit formulae. 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose thar di = - - * G dk E 1 (mod 2) and dk+ 1 z . . . s d, 3 0 (mod 2). 
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Let #I E H’(RP”; Z,), ((cz)~ E H*(@P”; Z,)), be the Poincare dual of the mod 2 cq’cle 
represented by a (complex) proj’ectice line. 
Then we have that 
W(TM) =j*(l + py+‘-k, ,8 E H’(RP”; h2) 
(W(TM) =j*(l + (Z)2y+1 -‘, (Z)2 E ff’(@P”; z,)). 
Proof In the complex case, we have that, since wl(vk) = 0, w(vk) = 1 + dkjk*(z)* and 
j*W(T@P”) = j*(l + (r)Jf’ and hence we have the formula w(rM) = j*(l + (a),)“+‘-‘. 
In the real case, the only problem is to show that 
w(vk) = 1 + dkjk*p. 
For this it suffices to show that the intersection number (L, V,) = dk mod 2 (real 
case of Bezout’s theorem) for a projective line L. 
Up to a projective transformation we may assume that 
(1) L intersects V, transversally at a finite number of simple points in the plane 
defined byx,,, = 1. 
(2) L is defined by x2 = . . . = x, = 0. 
(3) j-(x,, ..*7 x,+1) = x”,r + (monomials with xId(d < dk)). 
Since L n vk = L n (vk - c I/k) . IS a transversal intersection without a singular (multiple) 
point, it follows that the number of points of L n V, is exactly the number of real solutions 
of a real polynomial equation f(x,, 0, . . . , 0, 1) = 0. Hence f has at most dk real solutions. 
Iffhas a virtual solution z1 (i.e. zi # Zi), then it has also the conjugate Z1 of z1 as a virtual 
solution. Therefore, we have that 
(L, V,) = the mod 2 number of points of V n L, 
= the mod 2 number of real solutions off(x,, 0, . . . , 0, 1) = 0 
= dk (mod 2), completing the proof. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let V be a non-singular complex analytic n-manifold (c V = 4) in CP”+‘. 
Suppose that (V, 4) is a local complete intersection of complex hypersurfaces (VI, 1 VI), _ . . , 
(V, , XV,) defined by irreducible homogeneous equations of degrees d,, . . . , d, , respectively. 
Then the total chern class c(TV) is given by: 
C(TV) = (1 + ?ii)n+r-i . ,a (1 + dkfi)-‘v 
where E = j*x, cc is the generator of H’(@P”+‘; iZ) andj*: H*(@P”+‘; Z) -+ H*(V; Z). 
Proof Let vi, . . . . v, be the complex normal bundles of V, - XVI, . . . , V, - CVr in 
@Pn+r, respectively. 
Since V is a local complete intersection of non-singular (open) analytic manifolds 
v, -cvi, . . . . v,-cvr, we have that v(V) = v1 @ . . . @ v, . Hence from the product 
formula for the total Chem classes we have c(v(V)) = fi j,‘*c(v,), where ji’: V 4 Vi - xvi. 
i= 1 
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We would like to show that 
ji’*c(vJ = (1 + di j*z) for r E H2(~CP”+‘, Z). 
For this we take a smooth resolution Mi of (Vi, xvi) in cY+’ so that V c Vi - Ui n Mi. 
This is possible since (~.i) n V = C#J for all i. Let vi be a normal vector bundle of Mi in 
@P”+r and 1 vi j the underlying real vector bundle of vi. Then since Vi j T/ = 1 Vi 1 1 V, we have 
that 
ji’*C(VJ = 1 + ji'*Cl(VJ = 1 + ji’*(XjVil) 
= 1 + Xo’i’*I Vi/) = 1 + X(ji*VJ 
= 1 +ji*x(vi) = 1 + dij*rr = 1 + di5. 
Since zV@ vV = VU’“+‘] I’, by making use of the product formula for chern classes and 
the fact that c(&P”+‘] V) =j*(l + a)n+?+l = ( 1 + di)“+‘+l, we have the required formula, 
completing the proof. 
Remark. An implication of Theorem 6.4 is that the virtual mod 2 Euler number of 
V is realized as the mod 2 Euler characteristic x(M), of a smooth resolution M of V, refer 
to [14]. However, we do not know of a relation between x(V), and x(M)*. On the other 
hand, in case of Theorem 6.5, x(V) equals the virtual Euler number of I’ [ibid.]. In a forth- 
coming paper, we shall study an “almost complex” resolution of a complex algebraic 
complete intersection V with isolated singularities to determine a relation between x(V) 
and the virtual Euler number (the Euler number of the resolution). 
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